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Peter Buckland has loved forests, fi elds, streams, and what they teach 
us about living in the Anthropocene. In college, he won writing and 
musical awards but turned away from them as he turned more toward 
teaching, research, and advocating for conviviality, sustainability, and 
conservation. Heartwood, his fi rst book of  poetry, marks his return to 
writing. He lives in State College, 
Pennsylvania.

Heartwood considers what it means to be human in the Anthropocene—
the age of  humans. By rapidly reconstituting the atmosphere, oceans, soils, and 
the living world, are we cutting and shuffling ourselves and our relationships? 

In the face of  such destruction, can we still find meaning? Good? 
Through evocations of  places, creatures, people, and their impermanence, 
Peter Buckland invites readers to reflect on being in and of  this world. 

HEARTWOOD

The stern sycamore slid when the river’s bank quit,
liquefying into quick molasses in the ‘13 fl ash fl ood.

One thick mottled branch cracked, drifted on
ripples over stones lain over with
stories the stones don’t remember.

A chisel-jawed man, callous-handed, sat
on a sheet rock where the branch rested.
He hauled it home up Jackson hill.

For nigh on a year he worked his old steel knife,
a fi nger he loved at his arm’s end.

He scraped it dull, sharpened it again. And
after each stroke he sighed, after each keening
scrape peeled wood that dropped to his feet.

He set his jaw, then looked round the room, quiet
as he’d been since she left for somewhere.

He held it, the fi ne-sculpted handle he’d made into a broom
to sweep away the heartwood.
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THE OMEGA RITE

The creation stretches its fingers to pen

its dicta in no uncertain terms:

This is the end.    
There is no end.

This is the beginning.  
There is no beginning.

You will see. But you will not see 

it unless you see it written.

Read

the foaming waves’ calamitous breaks,

the euphony of  humpbacks sounding

as otters give chase among the kelp,

the surging howl of  the wind 

at the tip of  the typhoon’s whip,

upon glaciers melting into streams

their mineral messages roaming free,

the air could be bereft of  honey bees

no longer laboring among bluebells,

the peepers’ sinking chirps 

in the mud near a kestrel’s perch,

the hissing chiff  of  copperhead scales 

scraping like boots on Appalachia’s floor,

the sex-crazed cicadas’ caterwaul 

losing life to lives once more

in the hickories, maples, and sycamores,

the ribbons we stream when our eyes meet

our loved one’s bright spirits 

   so splendid, so right, so

realized when we climb a tumbled wall

  to ford the river one stone at a time

gifting our lives to others.
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ALONG ROARING RUN

The sky is a pitcher.
It pours dark water into the mountains’ tapered hands,
filling its palms and spaces between its fingers with mystery.

Hemlock trunks, branches, and needles screen the sky as a lattice – 
spindles, points, and edges form a constellation of  shades
between the anchored rocks and lights in the void –   
up there, swaying in the canopy.

Up there live myriad pending deaths.
So believe the people lying below, gifted with understanding impermanence.

Roaring Run’s tumble in the mystery reminds them to rub fingers in truthful loam
and place it on their lips to taste and smell history 
marveling at the liminal as idea or thing  – one or both – 
as the boundary, transition, or gap          – one, the others, or all three

 – whether, where, and when    – all three – 
the ground illuminates the common’s ground.

In patient rituals, in minding things
as they are in ones and as they are in sums
living occurs to those who attend to those who meet.

To those who meet seated on the run’s cold waters, 
silently chanting over a calm heartbeat,
the ground speaks small words, 
blessing all as children at play in this world
where the small and the large matter.

There the millipedes’ feet and shredding mandibles talk to the white-tail’s 
auburn coat when the barred owl’s claws grip the vole in her chestnut’s 
bow perch while the porcupine’s fetor makes a feast for flies and tiger 
swallowtails where the crayfish pinches a woman’s finger, drawing blood, 
while the toad hides in the bowl of  two hickory roots near a couple 
drinking the night from sweat-beaded lips.

In the umbra all know helplessness.
We learn, becoming patient as Mother Sky,
to listen,
to surrender to 
our place among the living.

RITES OF THE LIVING

Her mouth the cavern’s verge 
of  breathing catacombs. 
Fossil water echoes through 
quartz and calcite halls, 
and moans, yes moans resound.

Songs we know to chant, 
to chant, eyes closed then wide 
with wanderlust during 
urgent rites of  the living.

Songs like humpbacks sing 
diving through the boundary, 
songs of  tenebra and lux in the deep, 
songs sung to bolster the bellows 
blazing the fire of  our hearts.

The pair feels their way 
touching moss beards on roots 
beneath the thunder. 
Their eyes guide their feet, 
guide soles to firm standing stones 
in the cool creek bed.

All the trees watch, 
witnesses to gales, 
to weather, 
to the wearing of  the bank, 
to these bodies 
practicing the rites of  the living.

Fingerlings nip their feet 
in water clouded by silt and grit 
under the bulk of  a fallen hemlock, 
a croon six hundred years old.

This pair stares deep 
into the light-bending pools, 
entwined in caress, 
in needles, leaves and branches, 
practicing the rites of  the living.
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THE RIDGE, THE FEN, AND THE BARREN

Walk the ridge’s line, shod or unshod.

Traverse it.

Stand on the scree 

field transect. 

See the fen and 

the barren.

The fen in a bowl 

rounded by ridges:

Tussey’s and Thickhead’s hips.

Those primeval sisters lie

as canvass for paper-thin 

shadows to crawl. 

Cross the fen.

Crest forest waves and vanish. 

The laurel bloomed 

in June with 

pink and white petals:

five palms open

stamens erect. 

Marvel, knowing in neighboring crooks 

the rattlesnake lies in suspicion.

The barrens wait

patient and cold. 

Snow drapes jack and pitch pines’ 

flaking bark. 

Old brothers watch quiet

lonely in their stands,

In pale midday sun their fingering shadows clutch at the frozen pond.

Wind groans, deep and tired in the boughs, 

shaking the red oak’s leaves, husks waiting to fall. 

Beneath the haloed moon, the bobcat yowls,

the toad and the newt sleep awaiting spring rains. 

Sit on the ridge’s gnarled lap, a fallen bough

above the mountain’s spine and sternum, 

between which beats a sandstone heart.

One day descend some of  the mountain.

Become found and lost and breathe in the wold.

trek back to the ridge, the fen, or the barren.

Mark the jack pine and caressing cones,

Bend needles between thumb and pointer,

Count dappled marks on the laurel leaves.

Feel the chill tannin-stained creek

gather and eddy round your knees, calves, and feet, and

smile as the heron flies over the mossy rapids back to the fen. 
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SNOW

The sound, oh, 
the sound of  the snow. 
It whispers 
over frozen ponds,

the ice bowl
ponds where frogs dream in mud,
where my son
genuflected, paid dues

to nature,
to wild things, to quiet,
to shadows,
to hopes blowing like dust. 
 
Snow shushes 
the earth and announces 
the wind while 
I strike over white-tails’ 
 
and hunters’ 
tracks. They are seeking 
their queries: 
some with their tongues and some  
 
with lessons 
on patience their elders 
taught. Today, 
I’m just a passerby 
 
at home while 
I run by the Jack pines,
seeing my
life in this forest where

memory haunts
wind-flung diamond cascades. 
The sound, yes, 
the sound of  the snow.

SOMETIMES IN STANDING STONE CREEK

The rhodedendron roots 

reach out of  the banks,

like grandmother’s fingers 

toward the old bridge’s timbers.

Both of  these beings 

– rhodie and bridge – 

live devoid of  regret

both tempered with age.

A churning cascade 

kisses spring banks.

The creek is swollen 

by March’s snowmelt

and the foot of  rain 

from April to May,

makes her tug at my waist 

some turbulent play,

a swirling caress 

I’ve returned to feel

her force on my hips, 

so urgent and needful.

But it is never the same 

as then nor before. 

And sometimes that’s fine

and it’s not for the same.
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A STONE

Stones are pushed in runnels 
worked and reworked in every stream 
of  water, every single life.

Their shoulders are smoothed 
under the sun’s glare,  
under the moon’s slow gaze,  
under the weight of  water passing.

Who of  you sees the stone 
flat on the river’s bed below the flowing mirror 
that hides the hellbender?

Have you leapt from wave-worn basalt 
to watch the roiling bath below
spill across the mussels’s mouths 
drinking in the living gift?

Who has watched a falcon fly 
from the cathedral rocks? 

Who knows the sweet scent, 
so familiar to that hungry and honest actuary 
– the vulture – gliding over the badlands 
calculating his chances to eat  the mule deer 
lain out on the cracked rock basin?

Who has lifted a stone and not cast it 
against his brother as Cain once did?

Who has watched the deer bleed on the stones, 
and then intoned the Lord’s prayer, 
or quoted the Bhagivad Gita?
Like Oppenheimer, we all become death.

Who has hidden under a stone 
from his wife’s blinding wrath?
And who held it up to stop her gaze 
from knowing betrayal? 

Who crawled from under one,
and walked toward the pool 
where new stones cleansed their feet and 
where, like Mary Magdelene, 
they met forgiveness?

A stone is like an arm. 
You can rest your chin and speak, 
eyes closed, to a lover  
with cool cotton thread under you.

A stone is true in your palm – 
a bed, a prayer, a falcon’s eye, or your heart – 
as things that never were but will be,
as moment worked and reworked 
in the water.
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DETWEILLER RUN

I left the cold stream’s bank,
stepped over a knot 
on a hoary fallen log 
resting with the needles and leaves,

the grounded bed of  lives
cycling below hawk cries
and in the scouring mouths
of  detritus-hungry insects.

The doe jumped down the hill.
Her heart leapt in her throat.
She collapsed, spraying
a leaf  litter cataract,

her chest’s impact, her legs
flailing at first. Then, like the trees
leaving a meal with the needles
for a grave I have marked.
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FARM DOG

When I run my fingers 
through his brindle fur
I know things about his passage

to this moment here,
on the gravel,
next to the muddy rut.

We are young somehow 
and he will get old
before I am declared it. 

Yet his wisdom, somehow, 
will supersede mine – 
despite lazing in staghorn shade

for hours doing nothing – 
if  it already hasn’t.
Let’s face facts: 

I can’t catch a rabbit
without an expensive machine 
fabricated to be more 

than my jaws, paws, legs, 
nose, ears, and nails.
Really. I need a machine. 

Last year some derelict 
schmuck shot him,
we think on purpose, 

tricking us to think that
he believed the dog 
was a deer. 

But he ranges as farm dogs do,
like their coyote brethren – 
their fur sometimes brindled too.

THE FOX

The fox, unconscious, lay 
tail mussed like a child’s hair
who’d come out of  the ball pit
her purple ochre gums and teeth 
oozing with piss, shit, and death 
tongue lolling like a caterpillar caught on 
a slate plate under the sun, 
eyes opaque and unseeing, sense erased 
by the diesel juggernaut. 
 
I asked, “Should I kill her?”

The coal ash water dripped 
from the concrete ceiling 
onto silent tracks.

The tunnel responded, 
a whispered echo,   “...kill her?”

I held her slight copper frame

in my palms. 

I laid her in knotweed and foxtail spires,
imitations 
of  her mother’s tongue,
her 
affection. 

 
I lifted the sixty-pound sandstone slab –
its sharp edges and gritted corners knew
to crush her skull or chest, how to
make this moment a chrysalis for her becoming 
a butterfly in fly mouths and grass roots,
unfurling her copper wings in lives yet to be.
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OTTERS

Plunge into the gulf  between pillars of  light 
to frolic next to dappled leopard sharks 
brushing the heaving kelp towers, 
balloons floating surfaceward 
in the green tide. 
 
Silken sea lion body threads weave 
sheets beneath our yawns, beneath backs 
brushing the heaving kelp, 
heads on briny foam pillows 
on the green tide.

GARTER SNAKE

Living ribbon crosses 
piled shagbark and willow 

branches,
crisp leaves, 
grass, and reeds.

She fears my hand 
ends her broods,

unable to understand affection 
or my journey away 
from loneliness.

Her tongue knows me, 
my fingers her.

Once known, 
we are free 
by the pond and the reeds.

PONDHAWK

Emerald frond clings 
six spindle legs on 
the tall grass chute 
four laced wavering wings.

I wait
watching

leopard frog’s eyes 
blown glass bulbs like
bubbles at the surface 
amid marsh grass high.

Pondhawk
standing, 

its compound eyes stalk 
territory for food 
existing for its brood 
for more pondhawks.

BEE IN THE MEADOW

In the meadow 
the bee meets its lover,
flies among her stalks,
her millions of  fronds.
 
With the wind’s fluid lips
brushing blushing petals
arched toward the nectar-soaked tongue
bathed in pollen and musk.
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ME A MAN AND HER A DAMSELFY

The sound of  ululating water fills the air, flowing from 

Standing Stone Creek’s light-refracting crests

peaking over hoary mossy-bearded rocks under the creaking 

footbridge arrayed by a phalanx of  wax-leaved rhodedendron. 

Their leaves, gentle pads on lignum and xylem fingers.

Their leaves catch the sun falling through the hemlocks 

Their leaves, perches, like this one right here at the tip of  the footbridge’s step.

Their leaves catch damselflies like this one right here.

Her eyes are catching the light falling through the hemlocks

into the palm of  her inscrutable mind—if  mind be something she has or 
does—

the light falling through those spectrum-drinking fractal cenotaphs 

telling her the truth of  the food moving in the fluid air.

To me, this odonata, this predatory jewel who drinks the sun

who lifts herself  on asymmetrical wing beats, is a luxury 

beyond sapphires or opals gifted by accidents, by fortuitous reconfigurations, 

that shape me a man and her a damselfly.

CROW ON THE WIRE

Oily silhouette sees something near the stone house.

He bobs his head and croaks his throat’s abrupt gravel,

then swivels his intention, leans in to castigate 

with insistence, assured annoyance.

He lifts his left foot first, shuffles, ruffles his 

nightshade wings, then lifts his left foot again.

After a long glare and several twitches in his shoulder,

he lifts his right foot, lines his back parallel to the ground,

perpendicular in practiced symmetry to the wire,

and calls again before he leaves my sight.

LOON

The loon sings at dusk, 

a ghost calling to a 

lost love on the lake, 

his audience the pines and me.
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HERONS

A heron stands in the gloaming’s envelope 
reading rippling water’s dusky script 
by the steep clay bank. It sees.

A poem in the palm sits like a worn wooden cup 
your uncle whittled from a Scarlet Oak 
that fell in an August gale.

You were an infant. Your mother and her sisters 
called it ”the noble tree,” declaring its death 
“sad, tragic even” even though its heartwood had rotted.

Draught the cup through the world. 
Sip or gulp, the cup won’t mind, 
your lusty mouth spilling the world’s wine 

from stained lips’ corners, down your chin and chest 
where your lover kissed with mischief  in her eyes.

The heron, see, is a heron. Just ancestry and force. 
Bluegills and snails, accident and fortune, 
foxes and frostbite, and brine-driving wind over the marshes 

crafted this bird who knows what it knows. 
To say it reads, to say it deciphers scripts 
or considers a rippling page for solemn intonation 

at vespers or compline would make it an avian monk 
at the lake’s cathedral pews or some such rubbish.
That means nothing to the heron I watched across the lake. 

That means nothing to any other heron. The heron, see, is a bird 
without our affections or pathological imaginations. 

The heron does not care for a boy who thinks himself  a man. 
He plays games with hope? He hopes in his forest play 
that roots will reach into the labyrinth, 

crack the sandstone ceiling and show wild gods who play and care 
nothing for his plight that he has cared for roots full of  hope.
A poem, once drunk, made him question 

while you rub your thumb on the black burn on the burl 
that you still think smells like lightning when the oak fell. 
The heat in your fingers 

brings out divorce’s bile, children playing in the glade, 
reverie in lavender-scented flesh and hungry lips, 
the ache of  a bending string beneath your finger while you practice your life. 

A heron comes in words as delicious as the smell of  her musk 
that can spoil or die as all things die.
When the heron stands at noon, with its knees skirted 
in lilies by the reeds in the cove where the leopard frogs hide, 
what will you see?
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DOMINION

From a gray and beige wall, 

the valley flies up to me.

Its windy hands lift me 

high over its shoulders,

brings me to soar over 

granite monoliths and sheer faces,

falls dissipating into misty cascades.

Andy says. I almost fell down.

I knew I had to sit down because 

I had the feeling that I was going 

to be taken away that I was being 

sucked into this place or this 

experience of  the moment. 

In the Mariposa I touch the Faithful Couple

whose massive bulk came from a seed

that knew its way in this world

better than any educated man.

That simple destiny, that

is knowledge.

Falwell says something about owls

not needing jobs, trees 

not needing jobs.

The tree huggers are deviants I guess.

How is a defender of

Creation’s integrity a deviant?

Why is the vandal holy?

Matthew 6:24: “No one can serve 

two masters, for either he will hate

the one and love 

the other; or else he will be devoted 

to one and despise 

the other. You cannot serve both 

God and Mammon.” 

The winter before I was in a cabin 

whose cold wooden beams creaked

at the far end of  the camp. 

Snow lay itself  deep 

‘round the pines’ ankles on Nittany Ridge. 

All is wind, crows, and cardinal chirps,

the sun’s dance with the frost. 

I ran.

Squinting between the brilliance and shadow, 

the chill burned my smoker’s lungs 

 – still I ran – 

one foot in front of  the other 

– still I ran – 

the pain now fuel,

my legs vessels for the pines.

That’s the divine, my father said. 

The wild god of  the world.
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HUME AT THE MELTING PLACES

The river drinks the glacier’s tears
patient, certain, 

and bored.

Atlas turns his feet, assumes,
the sky upon his 

shoulders.

From his heels the gravel edges
into torrents by

muskeg.

Quick picks for beaks, 
the crows know,
come when chinooks leap 
and grizzlies prowl.

That is today.
What ought to be?

The glacier’s sister sons cry too, 
weeping into a mash 

fermenting,

a cellulosic sediment on the barrel’s bottom 
brewing beer so potent 

pines and firs 

fall, veterans lost in pain, blinded 
to a war of  rich 

men’s making.

Masters of  the borealis 
soaked in the stink 
of  their own 
piss and shit.

That is today.
What ought to be?

Farther south, the Ponderosas burn
effigies, smoking in the

thurible.

From the alter at cathedral rocks, 
the incense blesses Mammon’s

congregants. 

Their bodies a communion for the beetle’s mass
who gorge themselves in 

an orgy

of  bark and pulp 
placed on platters by men.
We’ve filled the air with 
our affluence’s effluent.

That is today.
What ought to be?

In Nunavut, a leather-skinned woman 
remembers the days when 

all walked

near the now drunken trees, once
tall and brave beacons 

of  life,

Now the mud swallows her feet,
her ancestors’ childhoods, her

memories.

The melting earth licks its chops, 
its boggy tongue slavering,
eager to consume and cast 
their remains to the sky.

That is today.
What ought to be?
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WE

We have become mad. Crazed. Deluded.
For centuries we got drunker and drunker as 

we drank the priests’ and pastors’ wine,
salvation’s and special creation’s blood from the vine.

We climbed it, we practitioners of  scientism, believing that 
we – the human animal – that we – the dominant animal – that 

we are owed a shining ascension with the sun blazing
behind our heads with antiphonal brass announcing,

“We have been granted a right by God!”
Witness the waste…more than any other creature possibly wish for.

We are, I’m pleased to say, no more moral
than the scouring ant feeding larvae in a scavenged catalpa’s husk.

We are, I’m honored to say, no more just
than hornets defending their nest in the bough of  a locust tree.

We are – I bow humbly to them – no more kind or respectful
than the lioness smelling zebra musk, wishing for blood stains in the savanna’s 
grass.

We all kill for a fucking percentage to feed our young.
We are slaves to what is, to our loins driving us to become progeny.

We, deserve the title of  “it.”
Not “we.” Royal as 

we believe 
we are.

We birthed civilization, yet with such intelligence
we dance with ignorance and neglect as if  they were our lovers.

We are so unlike those societies of  ants, wasps, and lions for
we have birthed our own demise.

KESTREL

Have you seen her hover, 

still as a master painter’s hand, over

the cat tails hiding her prey?

In high August she streaks.

more elegant than Martha Graham

on her greatest day.

The garter snake clasped 

in living steel talons stained with blood.

She is only hunger’s truth,

hollow bones, blue-gray crest,

brown bars on white, and eyesight. 

Onyx saucer eyes find 

aerial paths through patterns in the

branches’ maze and spindling needles 

to the perch.
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SCOTIA

I’ve walked near ruins in December. 
They look as though the heavy concrete 
should give with each gust of  wind. 
They should creak, moan, groan and groan 
like uncles who lost legs in the war. 
 
But they don’t. 
 
They stand, lonesome watchers 
who lost their eyes when the coke left 
with the pig iron boys who left her barren and bereft. 
The jacks zipped their pants after a long gang rape 
that scarred her womb with all objects on hand, 
with cock-driven desires to dominate 
anything they can. 
 
And they did. 
 
One hundred years later a pool supparates. 
Nothing, nothing can live in the pyrite and iron mire. 
Yet all around it call voices. 
I can sing with crows and woodpeckers. 
 
And I do. 
 
I call out a paean of  change that brings 
not just a little hope. It descants the chord 
that life knows best, the shifting harmonies 
of  endless metamorphosis.
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MANAGEMENT

Forget consensus. 

Ignore the mercury  creeping up 
the thermometer and the seashells  disintegrating, 

ice sheets’  bleeding and  suppurating, 
the beetles’ ceaseless   

chewing and   drinking, 
forests  burning – living effigies – their conflagrations 

genesis of  their own storms roiling across the caribou’s paths
a farmer whose only choice is to drill another well that sinks the land another 
foot while
the sea washes higher to swallow an island or a Florida street, 
 rotting fruit both brined and preserved,
  drowned.

A grandmother stops herself  from tears.
The frozen ground across Nunavut 
has kept her grandson from hunting 
on their ancestral lands. He won’t know.

“We’re fucked,” I hear him say,
his eyes barely able to hold mine,
and he moves the dark curls from his brow. 
“It’s Hiroshima and Nagasaki almost every day,” he says.
Resignation moved into him a few years ago.

Pays good rent.
He has some brothers over here 

Ignorance and Want.

We might be fucked.

Our Common Future the U.N. called it.
“This new reality, from which there is 
no escape,” they said, 
“must be recognized   
– and managed.”

Climbing the rocks onto Bald Knob Ridge
the pale lichen on the talus flaked 
under our palms, the breeze flowing 
in the humid heat. 
A cluster of  small hemlocks near the top
lost half  their needles leaving 
their branches mere bare spindles.
Industry has been the adelgids’ farmer,
keeping the barn warm enough
to provide them with a full trough
until we run out.
Such excellent management.

A few months ago, I refused a cruise.
Harder, and more painful, I refused my ex-wife
a second child, to keep my conscience clear
of  creating another way for hemlocks
to disappear.

But you said you wanted two. 
I had burned a hole in our wedding picture. 
She cries in the bedroom, her sobs, 

burning like a boreal forest losing possibility, 
travel through the door and down the wooden floors and stairs.

Management.

You have a sister, she said. You love 
your sister. I love 
my brother. We love
them. Don’t you want that for our son?

Of  course I do, I said.

Management.

Catharine practiced Bartok’s Mikrokosmos,
Debussy’s  Claire de lune, 
Chopin’s Fantasie Impromptu, 
sat on my chest before a baseball game, 
became a plum line for me in the akimbo world. 
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Management.

My mom is one of  twelve. 
Why did you have so many kids, mom? asked oldest uncles,
To secure my way into heaven, she answered.

Management.

A mile farther on the ridge 
a doe stood in the laurel, her ears twitching,
her haunch flexing to keep 
triangular black and gray deer flies from biting. 
She bounded toward Roaring Run
where a barred owl hooted. 
The leaves rustle in the breeze, 
shadows and light flickering. 

I hoped the cold snaps this winter pushed the adelgids back.

They didn’t. Maybe next year.

RED BARN

Wheat grass and thickspike sprout 
at the red barn’s gnarled corners. 

The prairie’s sunflowers cluster and conspire.
Nearby creak the dried groaning timbers,

the remnants of  old men’s fingers. 
“You are alone young man.” 

The dust-flung prairie whispers,
“You’re never alone.”

MINOTAUR

Theseus’s hands like knots grip the horns.

Biceps and shoulders strain with sinuous knee 
a living rack to break the beast’s neck.

Arteries thrum and flush with power,
rapid hearts’ rhythms, war drums in pursuit
pound into slate that grinds into flesh.

Bleeding tongue goes limp and dangles.

Black opal eyes shimmer in ruin at his feet
reflecting torch light, maze walls, and portrait
obscured for seconds by sweat sting and bile.

Lambent flame shadows cast flickering form
of  a man still fighting, still lost, and still horned.
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THE MERCATOR IS NOT THE MANTLE

A navigator’s eyes 
his peregrine mind 
chart passages
salt-soaked fingers 
penning the Mercator

the way out
the way to strike 
the passage across 
kelp-choked harbors 
onto oceans 
deep and green

he corrects the caravel’s prow 
heaving currents and spray
terrible certainty 
the traverse board
he notches
jot by jot
time aligns 
hourglass and astrolabe

the caravel crashed
on cragged obsidian blades 
wells the mantle’s forge
gelid water
deep time’s hammer
upthrust in jagged land
tatterdemalion boys, tossed 
in heaving 
surging waves, 
their breath 

leaving

salt-blind, doomed 
tumbled and pleading
the sea’s passionless spite
without respite.

THE LONG SHADOW

How many days will I have until he is not a boy anymore? How many days 
until he asks me questions I cannot answer? Or if  I can answer them will I 
have strength, or the wherewithal, or the desire to respond as a father should, 
as a father might if  he knows? 

Will he wonder at my failures as a boy or man? At the time I caved in by the 
trees and yelled “Fuck you!” at the top of  my lungs to escape a headlock by a 
boy with brown snuff  spit dripping down the back of  my shirt, staining the 
nape of  my neck and the blue shirt I’d gotten for my birthday? Will he know 
about the time I held a boy over the chimney rocks, dangled him like a rag doll 
but made of  people stuffing, and threatened to drop him like a rock, on the 
rocks, to prove that I could? 

Will he know what kind of  a friend or husband I’d been or failed to be? A 
father? Will he one day cast a glance at me judging me cruel and indifferent 
for not witnessing the day he first used his own hands to tie the belt around 
his waist or the day he discovered that my patience had been taken up in the 
hot sun and made into a cloud that would never rain on his mother’s garden 
again?

Will he know my shadow is longer than the one I cast on the ridge by the 
Roman Tower in March? There, the wind only speaks with the voice of  fish 
crows and the ear’s edge susurrus of  a gap run below.

How many days will he have until I am gone, until neither of  us can ask or 
answer questions face to face? Will he wonder at his own failures as boy and 
man? Friend or husband? As father? Will he cast a cold glare at himself  for his 
inequities? Will he know his shadow, embrace it, and name it his name?

The blankets are tidy on the bed. I arranged the books in a fan. My hands 
made the marble run’s branching tower so he can hear the roll and click upon 
arrival. His blue stool, barely size enough for a cat to perch on, casts a shallow 
shadow across the floor creaking beneath my feet. The closed door quickly 
echoes in the long hall.
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MARKING TIME

Marking time with

breaths stuttering like crippled men’s walks;

hearts beating, ready to stampede 
like the lion- stalked herd;

bellies drawn taut in laughter today 
but absent yesterday’s 
pitchers of  beer and sweat
streaming from your pin wheel body;

feet hitting and tapping the floor 
so far from the covered bridge’s beams 
I used for refuge in the August storm;

cries 
failing

to call

from beloved friends’ 
chests scoured 
by the dry wind 

of  your pending absence.

They all watch a tundra swan land on the lake,
ripples radiating from her breast on the sun-dappled surface.

One by one, they reach the far shore

and stop

where all of  us go,

to walk into the forest
where we will mark time anew,
becoming once again.

RUN

When I see you run the trail 
legs wheeling 
over the roots, 
feet sailing for a second or less
above the flaking hickory log, 

I wonder…
Is it enough to know the leaves 
and you 
my boy 
are brothers? 

That you two drink 
the sun and air
and
share the tilth 
with the swamp white oak? 

These breathing gods of  the elements who 
preceded us by a century 
will
supersede us if  we love them 
as 
we love you.

One day, we got a slip from your teacher.
You punched another boy too hard. 
Not just play but malice perhaps. 
Whatever my thoughts are on boys
and punching I had to wonder
about your run – 

on the ridge breathing the air
you and that boy share,
the air that filled my lungs with crows’ calls
on Nittany Ridge 25 years ago,
exhaled by the swamp white oaks.

Tomorrow they will be
breathless creations, lying
down to sleep for winter 

– to prepare the bed you, 
the other boy,
and I will rest in 
once your run is over.
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SOME THOUGHTS ON VENGEANCE

 

Dry hissing breath from sun-leathered men

becomes whistling spite between their teeth 

– kernels hanging on the cob touched 

by the husks of  their racist tongues.

 

When they stare, they stare at flesh.

But what they see are ends that mean 

the devil and angels are one and the same 

lifting them on the crow’s frayed wings.

For generations they’ve picked at carcasses 

after they smashed the shit right out of  them, 

dragged them through mud, hung them high, or

lashed their black bodies to split rail fences.

We knew they’d feud and lynch ‘til they meet 

the law’s sunglasses, motorcycles, and batons 

wielded by men who are wielded by men

who know so much better because of  law.

HEALING

You didn’t let me know
you would just turn the browned bronze knob and
open the creaking door,
look at me,
worry smeared on your face like
eye liner smeared on a crying mother
surrounded by tangled chestnut locks
bedraggled from a night of  fretting.
                                                                                   
Skull in my bony grip I fight this shrew of  a hangover,
sweating out Irish whiskey, India pale ales, juniper and quinine.
 
The house and I reek of  booze.
 
Brown glass beer bottle with a yellow label
teeters on the counter’s edge.
I look up at you and smirk.
“Come on. Laugh,” I chide, exhaling
a bull alligator’s laugh muted in my nose.
 
I taste and smell like shit.
 
Russet knit scarf  – a checkered flannel –
covers the coffee-stained waffle undershirt
your father slept in for thirty falls and winters.
I know the threadbare sleeve ends
formed by yours and his woolgathering.
The tattered frays match your
expertly chewed fingernails,
exhibits prepped for feature in a freak show museum,
gnarled like wood gouged by a broken awl.
This fashion, I know, signals serious discussions,
defensive diversions, inquiries into interstices
stitched with inky uncertainty and second guesses.
 
Why I know that is no matter of  speculation:
the matter matters because
you always make it matter to me.
“Yes. Yes. Your dad’s ashes are proceeding,”
I say to remind you that I know.
“Yes. We know.”
You love the royal “we” so much.
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Drunk as I still am, I see
you are doing that thing, that
thing when you rub the middle index finger’s pad
against the bare remnant of  your pointer’s nail.
“You really are upset aren’t you?” I ask.
 
You tuck a lock behind your ear
 
With a wooden golem’s deliberation
I stagger to the sink and chug a
still-full glass of  lemonade.
“I’m still drunk you know?”
Of  course you know.
 
I smell like shit.
 
Nine hours of  heavenless sleep
oozes out my pores, films my teeth,
stains my work shirt, my jeans filthy.
“I’m sure you’d like to know who was
over.”
 
No reply.
 
“But it doesn’t matter to me.
We would only pretend it matters.”
This ruse never works,
this dodge that makes me hold myself  up,
teetering like the bottle on the shelf.
 
“Come on,” you say, and reach with a mittened hand.
 
The cleansing is never enough.
 
In your four-wheel drive ’88 Ford pickup
cold glass palliates thudding temples.
Window down the turbulent air forces a
momentary struggle for breath.
I’d like to say it made me alert but
I’d be lying.

“You’re smiling over there.
I see it.”

You were smiling.
Turn up the Public Works Administration road
built to help fight the fires. Now they
just provide recreational access or
avenues for smoking weed, vandalism,
love, or

healing.

“I don’t want woods,” I say.
“Why always woods?”
Billy Corrigan responds instead of  you:
“Forgotten and absorbed
into the Earth
below.”
 
We turn the county’s tightest switchback
curving in a complete acute angle
doubling back,
a black rat snake turning back to escape
or explore.

“Why are you smiling?.

Woods.

“You’re so fucking annoying.”

 Woods.

“I said, why always woods?”

I know how you think.
You think this place in its placid purity
can shame me into loving myself
or some other
fucking mumbo-jumbo.
One time you asked me why
I do this to myself,
told me I might as well
frack my body.

“I’m not the Loyalsock,” I slurred out.

“Bah,” I say and watch ferns blur by.
You hand me the quilt your aunt made you.
Bands and patches that mean Chattaqua –
or is it Conemaugh? – I don’t recall.
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I sit in the cold cabin, feet up on the chair
Below dry oak rafters, grain gone gray
like men with canes whose beards
blow in the autumn air.
 
You make eggs over hard.
A pot of  coffee.
 
The arms of  the chair
await your words of  rescue.
under shaking hands
 
Yes.                                   
They do.
I do.
But I don’t wait much.
 
I open the back door,
greeted by frozen sounds of  crinkling
hickory leaflets and cardinals,
and look up the mountain.

Across another part of  Laurel Run
the ridge’s quilt of  snow, stone, and bush
 
a rifle shot peals.
 
I see the doe fall from her jump
crashing headfirst into the laurel.
She kicks and bucks,
hooves flailing,
spraying the snow
red at her breast
her lung surely punctured.

She lays down her head
almond eyes resting in peace
upon the Earth
recognized and absorbed
into the Earth
below.

FEY MANE

Coquette, you chew your lip and shake your head, 

surprised by these moments, 

still smiling a nose-curled invitation.

Lavender drifts through cool air.

Mahogany irises back away, toe to heel to wall.

Your fey mane, brings cheeks out in relief  against white walls, a dark living 
frame.

Do I rise from the chair, walk certainly 

eyes zeroed on your neck, 

fingers aching to pull the buttons to free your nipples and tug at your jeans?

Do I acquaint us once or twice? And again?

Do I rub my face like a Tom in the small of  your back, 

rise to feel my chest between arching shoulders, 

reach up to pull your cheek 

to savor our scents in the surrounding space where gasps echo,

Do you surrender to cold white walls

pressed against your breasts,

honey light splashing on the floor ‘cross your feet,

and our rhythm here and here and

here and now

and now?
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JOANN

A mallard duckling nestled
against her mother’s downy breast here, 
among the reeds tilting dry and crisp.

The wind sings in her loss-notched bones
that surrendered their heat in autumn.
She became the boon of  a fox 

who stalked snow-shouldered hemlocks at dusk
and then herself  gave way to something – 
either the train or distemper that fuck of  a disease – 

that gifted her to the maggot,
to the knotweed at the train track’s edge,
to the hungry crow and turkey vulture

who tracked and sniffed and circled waiting
to work for the soil.
But this is no rumination on morbidity.

It’s just a moment I’ve taken 
to see that when the runtiest of  dragonflies 
devours a springtail too light to break 

the surface tension, 
that death is just another thing we all do, 
that we all have to do, 

that we all should do. 
Our deaths are gifts.
May we have the grace to say thank you.

US

Sun, wind, and water meet earth 
sea’s salt, earth’s dust, air’s breath 
embodying life, 
moving as flowers, 
as leaves, as men, as bees. 
All of  us are that, just that.

IF

If  

we give back to the tadpoles

the beds where they grow,

the streams where they thrive

as dreamlets in eddies and ripples,

they learn the ways

of  frog becoming,

then 

we give to our children

the ripple where they marvel

at the effulgent surface, 

the voyage on our ancestor’s stream,

they learn the ways

of  human becoming.
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HEARTWOOD

The stern sycamore slid when the river’s bank quit,
liquefying into quick molasses in the ‘13 flash flood.

One thick mottled branch cracked, drifted on 
ripples over stones lain over with 
stories the stones don’t remember. 

A chisel-jawed man, callous-handed, sat 
on a sheet rock where the branch rested. 

He hauled it home up Jackson hill. 
For nigh on a year he worked his old steel knife, 
a finger he loved at his arm’s end. 

He scraped it dull, sharpened it again. And
after each stroke he sighed, after each keening 
scrape peeled wood that dropped to his feet. 

He set his jaw, then looked round the room, quiet 
as he’d been since she left for somewhere. 

He held it, the fine-sculpted handle he’d made into a broom 
to sweep away the heartwood.
 

SUCH A PLAIN THING

High above the Oregon coast I stood 
on a moss blanket in her broken bow’s bowl. 
She was an old woman who’d fallen decades ago, 
giving her coat to the teams of  teeming creatures at my feet. 
When I gazed into the canopy, I saw her renewed 
in her brothers’ and sisters’ needles 
all around me, in their bodies and bark.

THE FAR SHORE (FOR SACHA)

 
No single motion can carry me across this river.

 
Each step I take through snow-fed waters

on silt-slicked slate coated in grief, 
renews my stride toward the far shore.

I have faith I can reach the clay bank

where the heron stood knowing the stones 

held his place, knowing the flood 

could wash us both like jetsam to the gulf. 
 
My boy, my precious boy, I hear your breath,

feel it enter me, gifting me life on the river 
that shimmers this night with the shattering  
jewels in Andromeda’s crown. 

I think how I   cross the river;  how each day   
I meet  you 

again. 

No single deed takes me across

to the steep clay bank on the far shore. 

No winged shoes carry me – 

just the loving sinews, stones, and waters 

on this impermanent earth.
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FUGUE

Downstream two sandstone pillars, 
collapsed legs of  an argonath 
who shouldered raucous trains: 
people, lumber, coal, steel, gas, and oil. 
Time brought him down.

Those pillared feet sprout knotweed and reeds.
A bleached sycamore reaches for clouds.
A stern-backed bald eagle alights,
hunger fortspinnung, thirsty for her

life swimming in the 
river.

The constant stream carves a runnel near my toes,
rushing over this sandstone sheet’s lip.

In a millennium the runnel will crack
this rock 

into being 
a new rock

into those rocks and then 
some other rocks 

on the bed of  the river
worn to be grit surrounding the eel grass 

in the bay
taken in to grind fish 

in the gut 
of  a 

crab.

Upstream a creek bends beneath black willow digits,
bringing its countertheme where it becomes river,

undulations, ripples,
trout scales,

eagle’s claws,
the river anew

beating 
to the sky,

to the 
sea.

THE ALPHA RITE

One day, my life will be a gift to others,

a deed without an actor

any of  you will know 

as you now know me.

A new subject

an old and new

gift,

a tether to my form shining at you 

in my son’s face turned slightly to the side

as he asks a question,

 the shadow of  his brow over his eyes,

or my hot body with yours 

under high-thread-count linens 

surrounded by white walls and the sound

 of  lawnmowers, traffic, or our memories,

the hallways populated by shadows,

or the feeling of  the sun pouring liquid light on your shoulders,

 the flaming disc forming a cornice behind your mane,

a hemlock bough in your palms

  and your lips nearly to mine again,

or the doe lying still with her life spilled in the snow,

 some kind of  allegory there of  me driving away and shutting doors,

or the tallus on the ridge, or the ruins in the barren,

or the pondhawks perched on the blueberry bush in the fen,
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or my voice thanking you for giving me your hand 

or voice again and again with laughter as we milled about,

 making the music only you and I can make.

You and I can make music.

It is my greatest hope

to hear it,

to listen.

Please hear it.

You can hear it. But you cannot hear it unless

I cease speaking,

cease reciting,

these lessons.

You will hear it. There is a 

beginning

to

hearing

living.

This is the end.

This is that beginning.

I, a mortal creation am listening 

to you now.


